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reading comprehension pack

Exam and curriculum preparation 

INTRODUCTION

The Reading Comprehension Vocabulary Pack is designed to 
introduce kids to new and challenging vocabulary found in reading 

comprehension exams and classical literature. 

It includes 500 frequently occurring vocabulary words curated in 
short printable workbooks of 10 words that 

can be completed once a week.

These are often found in classical texts on 
English Literature curriculums.

Whereas another vocabulary pack in 
the Mrs Wordsmith line-up, Academic 
Vocabulary, contains words such as 
disseminate, ambiguous, inadvertently, and 
paradigm.

These words help children develop 
analytical reading and writing skills. They 
are great words to use in essay writing, plus 
they tend to appear in high-quality news 
sources and on standardized tests. 

Mrs Wordsmith Vocabulary Worksheets 
are curated in topical packs designed to 
prepare your child to recognize words from 
classical literature as well as common core 
aligned exams, including: 

• SSAT
• ISEE
• State assessments

For example, Reading Comprehension 
Vocabulary contains words such as 
abdicate, wistful, solace, exuberant, and 
sage. 
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overview

How we curate our vocabulary

To identify the words that kids need to know, 
our team of linguists and data scientists mine 
databases of vocabulary including:

• K-12 textbooks and works of fiction 
through our partnership with Lexile

• Exam-based word lists through our 
partnership with Atom Learning and our 
knowledge of past examinations

• A broad and diversified corpus of high-
quality news sources

• A large repository of British and American 
classical literature

• Academic research such as the Academic 
Word List and AoA

      word list

We collate vocabulary from these corpuses 
and cross-check them for frequency. 

We use an algorithm that takes into account 
where each word is likely to appear, how 
complex its spelling is, its meaning di�culty, 
and its grade level. 

This pattern recognition technology enables us 
to curate the words your child needs to know 
so they don’t waste time!

How We Teach the Words

These worksheets are about building 
awareness of challenging vocabulary.

A handful of words may appear too easy. Our 
user testing shows that kids (and adults) may 
claim to know a word 
but when asked to define it, find they cannot. 

We don’t expect your child to 
memorize all 500 words instantly; 
these worksheets are all about 
building word consciousness. 

We aim to build receptive vocabulary (an 
understanding of what a word means) 
and word consciousness (an awareness of 
and interest in words), rather than productive 
vocabulary (the ability to actively use words in 
writing 
and communication). 

We teach the words through a series of 
verbal reasoning exercises designed to build 
receptive vocabulary. 

Each exercise can be used independently by 
the child:

We pre-teach the child the 
definition of a word.
   

Children practice synonym and
antonym exercises to learn how words 
are related to other words.

We use cloze sentences to help 
children identify the word 
in context.

1

2

3



abandon
give up

keep
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how to use

Exercise 1: 
Your child is first introduced to the 10 new words through 

flashcards. These can be cut out and used for self-testing to 
become familiar with the new words.

flashcards

Exercise 2: 
Without looking at the flashcards, kids can test 

themselves on their new knowledge by matching 
words with the correct definitions.

2. definition match

Exercise 3: 
Now it’s time to use these words in context! Your child will 

fill in the blank with the word that best fits in the 
cloze sentence to build contextual awareness.

Exercise 4: 
Identifying synonyms or related words solidifies the 

instinctive recognition and understanding of the word.

4. pick the pair

1. flashcards

3. scrawl wall

Exercise 5: 
Finally, finding the antonyms or unrelated words 
further ensures your child’s ability to identify and 

comprehend the new vocabulary.  

All workbooks have child-friendly answer keys. 
These are designed so that children can assess and correct 

their work and progress, creating an 
autonomous learning experience.

6. Answer keys

5. shade the antonym

• These are split into 50 workbooks of
      10 words.

• Each workbook takes about 15-20 minutes to 
complete and has five exercises. 

• We suggest your child aims to complete one 
group per week. 

  
• There is a year’s worth of bite-sized content in 

each pack!

Each vocabulary pack contains 500 words. 
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appendix

Why learn words?

Our knowledge of words determines how we understand texts, 
define ourselves for others, and the way we see the world. 

A richer vocabulary does not just mean that we know more words, but
 that we have a more complex and exact way of talking about the world. 

We use words to think; the more we know, the finer our understanding is. Vocabulary 
knowledge is related to reading comprehension, intelligence, content area 

knowledge, and reasoning. [1]

Word Category

US Exams

Analytical & Cross-
Curricular

Creative Writing
& Literature

STEAM

Grammar &
Language Learning

Explanation

Words that appear frequently in exams such as SSAT, ISEE, state 
assessments, and other verbal reasoning/reading comprehension 
tests

Words that help children comprehend nonfiction texts and express 
themselves with precision and sophistication in any subject

Descriptive words that will help children comprehend fiction texts 
and write brilliant stories 

Words that unlock concepts related to science, technology, 
engineering, arts, and mathematics

Words that increase kids’ language consciousness such as groups 
of synonyms, antonyms, homophones, and commonly misspelled 
words

• MetaMetrix WordBank - 
in collaboration with Lexile 
and based on leading 
textbooks and children’s 
contemporary fiction

• Classical literature

• SSAT word lists

Word data sources include:

• TOEFL word lists

• State assessments word lists

• UK KS1/2 SATs word lists

• UK ISEB 11+ Common Entrance 
Examination word lists

• UK National Curriculum word lists

[1] Stahl, S. A. (1999). 
Vocabulary Development. 
Cambridge, MA: Brookline Books.

Bibliography

types of words

covered:



UP NEXT

abase

assiduous

confront

doleful

frequent

inhibit

nimble

prescience

savvytruant
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Name: 

flash

card Cut out these flashcards and 
test yourself.

abase assiduous

confront doleful

frequent inhibit

nimble prescience

savvy truant

v. to shame someone or 
lower their status

adj. persistent and 
hard-working

v. to challenge 
someone 
argumentatively 

adj. sad-looking 
or gloomy

adj. happening often 
or regularly 

v. to prevent from 
doing something

adj. light and quick in 
movement

n. knowledge of the 
future; foresight

adj. having good 
judgement; shrewd

n. someone who 
is not in school 
(without permission)
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Name: 

definition

match

© 2020 Mrs Wordsmith Ltd. 

Match the word to the 
correct definition.

assiduous

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

abase •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

confront

doleful

frequent

inhibit

nimble

prescience

savvy

truant

adj. persistent and hard-working

n. knowledge of the future; foresight

n. someone who is not in school
(without permission)

adj. light and quick in movement

adj. sad-looking or gloomy

v. to prevent from doing 
something

adj. having good judgement; shrewd

v. to challenge someone 
argumentatively 

v. to shame someone or lower 
their status

adj. happening often or regularly 

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.



scrawl

wall
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12.

13.

abase  |  assiduous  |  confront  |  doleful  |  frequent

inhibit  |  nimble  |  prescience  |  savvy  |  truant

11.

14.

15.

16.

18.

20.

17.

19.

f r e q u e n t

Fill in the blank with the word 
that best fits in the sentence. Use 

each word once only. 
Remember - you may need to 

change the tense of verbs!

The policeman                           the criminal. 

We could not deny the fortune-teller’s                                   when her predictions 
came true. 

The                           storms meant they could never play outside.

She typed up the report with quick and                                 fingers. 

The mischievous child decided to be a                              and skip school.

My jealous sister                              me by making fun of my glasses.

The knight tried to fight the dragon but was                               by his armor.

The lost girl looked sad and                                   .

The                              businesswoman made a lot of money. 

The                                   student studied hard for the test. 



pick

pairthethe
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sad

awkwardabsent pupil

persistent

rareprediction

truant

30.
incandescent

frequentprescience

incandescent

doleful

nimble
21. 22.

incandescent

inhibit savvy

23.

24. 25. 26.

27. 28. 29.

confuse 

allow naive

cheerful

quick-movingin charge

careless

oftenstudy of 
medicine ipsum

hold back
having good 
judgement

compliment

remember
A synonym is a word that means the same or is related in meaning.

challenge

confront

assiduous

abase

Shade the word that is the synonym 
of or related to the word highlighted 

in gray.

compliment

abase

shame



shade

antonym

the

assiduous

hard-working

lazy

32.

remember
 An antonym is a word that is the opposite or unrelated in meaning.

abase

bring down

praise
31.

savvy

shrewd

foolish
39.

frequent

inhibit

irregular

regular

prevent

help

35.

36.

nimble

prescience

clumsy

light-footed

foresight

hindsight

37.

38.

confront

doleful

avoid

face

gloomy

happy

33.

34.

truant
attending

school 

not in school

40.
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Shade the word that is the 
antonym of or unrelated to the 
word highlighted in gray.



pickdefinition

thewall

antonym

shade

scrawl

Give yourself one mark 
for every correct answer. 

ANSWER KEY

TOTAL

SCORE

3 6

praise
irregular
attending school
hindsight
lazy
clumsy
help
happy
foolish
avoid

ex.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

frequent
nimble
doleful
assiduous
truant
abased
savvy
inhibited
confronted
prescience

ex.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

h
e
d
b
j
a
i
c
f
g

1.

2.

3.

ex.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Group 2
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shame
absent pupil
quick-moving
hold back
having good judgement
sad
challenge
prediction
often
persistent

ex.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

TOTAL

SCORE

match pair

the




